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Technique Name: Rising Immortal Level 1: Floating Leaf, Rapid Tide : Mandatory Condition: Solid Body Kingdom - Kingdom of Spirit. The explosion of energy that allows the cultivator to accelerate and slow down at breakneck speed, Xiao Fan was momentarily shocked by the first-level preconditions for the practice of the technique of the heavenly kingdom.
Little Wei could not understand that he was so shocked. Where it came from, the methods of the heavenly kingdom were somewhat rare, but wasn't it too super-dramatic? What she did not know was that in this country, not including the old monsters in the royal court, there were only a handful of cultivators who possessed the heavenly technique of the
kingdom. Despite how difficult it was in practice, it was well known that mastering one level from the technique of the realm of the sky would allow the cultivator to easily suppress other cultivators in the field of cultivation over them. I need to learn this technique as soon as possible, thought Gio Fan. But before he could find out, he had to break through
several stages to reach the kingdom of the Spirit Core. So at the moment he needs to find something he can practice in his current state. With this in mind that he chose two methods from the Death Reaper scroll: level 1: The Eye of the Abyss - The Kingdom of The Sophistication of the Spirit - To cause fear to one goal. Radi a terrible aura that can make
anyone in it have a strong desire to escape. Trap someone in a temporary nightmare Technique: Reaper's grip - the ability to pull things to you without any physical help. The higher the cultivation of the body/spirit of cultivators, the stronger this ability becomes. Xiao Fan was pleased with the methods he chose, especially with 'Reaper's Grasp', because
unlike most methods it didn't have a cover. As long as it gets stronger, this technique will follow suit. He also loved a method called Fear, but it will take some time until he can meet the premise for Bloodlust because he didn't kill people when he felt like him, he needed a reason to do something like that. When he was done, he left little Hei's mind-space to
start practicing his new techniques, but what he found once he was out was that his lower body was more moist than he expected. Little Hei saw him looking at their kissing groin and noticed the mess she had made. She looked back at Siao Fang and innocently urinated on him. I'm definitely dealing with you when I feel better, thought it as a lustful thought
shot in his head. He moved his hips once and watch her squirm cutely. Although he was a little surprised by the situation below, he noticed that his body had felt much better since they started to cultivate. He once recalled that his mother had told him that double cultivation could heal the body and spirit, he did not to what extent this was true until today. Day.
Fang, what is this sign?, Little Wei asked. Looking at where she was pointing, Miao Fan saw a small ink black spiral tattoo-like sign appearing on her right shoulder. The curse beginning to be upon him, he was supposed to make breakthroughs soon, but how? The quickest way for a double cultivator to make breakthroughs was to cultivate with cultivators in a
higher cultivation area than themselves. In the entire sect of the Divine Sword there were only a few spiritual cultivators, but only one person, Xiao Fang, could think that he had a much higher cultivation of the spirit than he did... Outside Xi'an Fan's home, Xun Wei was still practicing her sword under the night sky when she suddenly encountered a strange old
woman. If Yuo Fang had been here, he would have known she was his grandmother. The elder had a terrible kingdom of body cultivation. So much so that when Xun Wei tried to see through it, her eyes immediately began to tear and sting a little. The eldest still had the appearance of an adult in her prime, but it was easy to see the vast amount of knowledge
and wisdom contained in her eyes. Xun Wei stopped practicing and pointed the sword at the elder a few meters away. Who are you? As you passed the gaurds?, Xun Wei asked sternly. Don't panic, young man. I am not your enemy, the elder said calmly, but Xun Wei did not believe her, because Xiao Fan told her that no one was allowed into the area. The
mother of Siao Fan is a double cultivator. So if the word were to come out that the sect of the Divine Sword was harboring it, the sect would attract many dangerous eyes. The eldest sighed before trying to walk along Xun Wei, but Xun Wei again blocked her path. The eldest seemed to be getting a little annoying and was about to use the skill of motion to
pass her by, but then she noticed the unique skill of the sword Xun Wei. It's a good sword. Can I take a closer look at him?, - Elder Xun Wei politely asked with his outstretched hand. Xun Wei wasn't stupid enough to attack someone who could have killed her with her breath, but she wasn't going to give up either. Now she was a fenceman, so she had pride.
Seeing a strong obligation to make the elder his opponent, the elder could only shake his head. Without warning, the elder took no steps in the direction of Xun Wei, but this step took several meters and forced her to appear right in front of Xun Wei. Seeing her so close, Xun Wei, did not hesitate. If you can't save a life, take it. If you can't take a life, save your
own. If you can't save yourself, draw a little blood These were the words 20th Ante, until it was engraved in her very life. A fierce streak of light beamed in her eyes, and she immediately swung her sword down at the elder as she appeared before her. The attack was too sudden, even for her this attack was not a threat. She only feared that she would not be
able to adjust her strength quickly enough to avoid accidentally breaking the sword. With a brief moment to decide, the Elder decided to dodge the sword of Xun Wei. Hmph, if these old bastards at the royal court knew that a young pupil made me dodge her sword, I would be a laughing stock, the elder thought. In the middle of this thought she felt a blade on
the hair of her skin. She dodged again. 'A quick sequence of basic sword techniques, it should use 'Dragon Dance', but something like this can't be easily advance in combat. Let's see how long she can keep it behind, the senior thought with a hint of excitement. She easily dodged the attack after the attack. The more she attacked, the more their surroundings
began to change. Leaves and flower petals began to rise and dance around them. Xun Wei began to fascinate her with how well she could keep her chain of attacks going. It's definitely not the same dragon dance I know her attacks are too weak, but it's offset by her incredible attack speed, senior thought. Seeing the leaves and petals dancing around her, it
confirmed her suspicions. However, as she turned her attention to Xun Wei, her elegant attacks suddenly turned into another sword technique. Level 1 Technique Fast Sword: Suddenly the senior felt something tickle his neck. Hmm? Did they hit me? Why couldn't I see it?', she thought with a hint of charm in her eyes. The reason why the elder's swordsman's
instincts were not entered was that Xun Wei's attacks were too weak to even scratch her. It seemed like she was grazing on a pen. Suddenly confirming her suspicions, Xun Wei with a handshake dropped the sword. She experienced a negative reaction of the technique she used. Although it wasn't a bad reaction, it still made her struggle to pick up her
sword. The eldest stepped on the sword, which was on the ground, and drive away from it Xun Wei. Hmph, stubborn girl. I just wanted to look at your sword, the elder said to himself. Taking the sword, she carefully studied it. Just like I thought. While it may look good, I can say that you didn't get this sword from this sect. This sword is intended for spiritual
cultivators, not for body cultivators like us, she said, as if lecturing her. The elder handed her a spiritual bag and threw xun Wei a new sword. It had a smaller arm, but a cleaner and sharper edge. It was perfect for Xun Wei. Had she used this sword before, she could have actually made the senior react to her Vanishing Blade technique and her reaction would
not have been nearly as bad as it is now. Hold him. You won't find another like this in this country. Why are you giving it to me? It was at this point that Xun Wei considered herself not Man. Not only is it not back against her, but she also gave her such a valuable sword. It was even much better than anything Siohan Fan ever possessed. This technique you
used before, what was it called? The disappearing blade, Xun Wei said. I see, so it seems I'm not imagining it. It's a really powerful technique. I don't think I've ever seen anything like it. I praised the technique, not you ... but if I'm going to be honest, I see potential in you... How would you like to be my student? It...Xiang Wei was puzzled by her words. Why
are you hesitant, child. Is there someone that you think is more capable than me? Xun Wei did not know how to react without sounding disrespectful. Although Siao Fang was not her master, she always followed his instructions. The truth is that she knew she was holding Xiao Fan back, taking time away from him to train her, but he always seemed to care
more about her growing than his own. She didn't want to be a burden to him, so she felt that this opportunity would benefit both of them, but why did she feel so hesitant to accept his grandmother as her master? Maybe she loved training under Xiao Fan because she could spend more time with him. Seeing her wavering, the elder once again said, If you
agree, I can help you open the inner gates of the court and give you something much more valuable than this sword, the elder said. She couldn't believe she was trying to convince her to be her apprentice, but she did see great potential in her. A spark of interest appeared in Xiun Wei's eyes. Now that Riano Fang was injured, she did not know when he would
be able to help her train and open the inside gate of the court as she wanted. In addition, the elder took her Disappearing sword attack right on her neck, but she could not even leave a mark on her skin, even Withedo Fan was capable of it. It was an incredibly tempting proposition for her and she didn't think she could pass it, especially when she needed to
train for an internal trial exam that was just under 4 months old. What would Xio Fang say, Xiang Wei thought. Just when Xun Wei made her decision, the voice sounded from a few meters behind them. You seem to like poaching in places where you are not welcome. Is that a pleasure to you, Grandma? Grandmother?. mathswatch worksheets higher
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